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T
he White Wagtail Motacilla alba is a
widespread and familiar species
throughout Britain. The dark-backed

Pied Wagtail M. a. yarrellii is a common
breeding species, and the paler, grey-backed
White Wagtail M. a. alba is encountered regu-
larly on migration, and has occasionally
nested. In addition, two other races have
strayed from Asia and reached northwest
Europe: M. a. personata (‘Masked Wagtail’)
and M. a. leucopsis (‘Amur Wagtail’). 
The race leucopsis is a particularly distinc-

tive taxon and it is unlikely that it would be
overlooked in Europe, where only M. a. alba
and yarrellii occur regularly. There has been
just one British record of leucopsis, an adult
at Seaham, Durham, on 5th–6th April 2005
(Addinall 2005, 2010). This, together with a
female at Farsund, Norway, on 1st–2nd
November 2008, highlights the possibility of
further records in western Europe. Given that
the Seaham bird was an adult in April, and
that vagrants from Asia, and passerines in
particular, tend to reach western Europe in
autumn, perhaps others are being over-
looked? Perhaps Pied Wagtails are just too

familiar for detailed attention?
To establish criteria by which BBRC can

assess future claims of  leucopsis, and to 
be able to comment authoritatively when
evaluating claims or photographs of potential 
leucopsis, an analysis of  specimens and 
photographs was carried out. This focused
on variation within leucopsis, the appearance
of other races, particularly in first-winter
plumage, and the likely appearance of poten-
tial intergrades. This resulted in a set of cri-
teria that are believed to be robust (although
only time will tell whether this is the case).
Primary data were taken from Alström &
Mild (2003), and supported by field experi-
ence of this form in China in September and
October, Taiwan in April, and India and
Nepal in January. Examination of specimens
at NHM, Tring, enabled theories to be tested
and possible new criteria to be compared
against a range of races, including inter-
grades, from throughout the species’ range.

Acceptance criteria
As with all races of White Wagtail, leucopsis
exhibits substantial variation in crown,
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Abstract Criteria for the assessment of ‘Amur Wagtail’ Motacilla alba leucopsis in a
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head and neck. First-winters are more likely to be mistaken for other races but
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intergrades are discussed.



mantle and scapular
colour, which is related
to age and sex. It does,
however, show features
that are diagnostic and
apply to all sex and age
classes, together with a
number of supportive
characters. Diagnostic
features, which are
considered essential to
support any claim of
leucopsis , are sum-
marised below. Sup-
portive characters are
also discussed. Taken
in isolation no single
supportive criterion is
wholly reliable, but for
an acceptable record
none of these should
be contradicted.
A claim of a first-

winter in the UK
would be expected to
include all the diag-
nostic features, and the
exact face pattern and
breast markings would
need to be clearly
described (or prefer-
ably photographed), in
a variety of postures.
To exclude the possi-
bility of intergrades,
care is required to
establish that charac-
ters associated exclu-
sively with other races,
in particular M. a.
baicalensis and M. a.
alboides , are not
present. 

Identification
Diagnostic features 
More white on the head than any other
race
The upper and central throat, forehead, ant -
erior crown and sides of head and neck are
always white, or pale creamy-yellow in first-
winters. The extent of dark on the throat is
individually variable.
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133. First-winter ‘Amur Wagtail’ Motacilla alba leucopsis, Hong Kong, 
8th November 2008. A bird that appears to have replaced all the greater
coverts but retained the tertials in its post-juvenile moult. The scattered
blackish feathering in the mantle is frequently, but not always, shown by
first-winter leucopsis, and the faint grey wash to the breast-sides is also
commonly shown by birds of this age. Just a hint of the black rump and
proximal uppertail-coverts is revealed below the folded wing. 
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134. First-winter ‘Amur Wagtail’ Motacilla alba leucopsis, Hong Kong, 
29th October 2009. This bird is probably a male because of the extensive 
black feathering in the crown and nape. Although extensively white-faced, 
first-winter leucopsis often shows faint greyish feathering within the 
ear-coverts. 
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White flanks and breast-sides
The flanks and breast-sides are typically
white, although some grey may be apparent
in first-winters, particularly when the flank
feathers are fluffed up over the wings and the
bases become visible.

All-white median and greater coverts,
forming a broad white panel
Adults show white greater coverts and the



smudges on the central
part of the outer webs).
This is often visible on
the closed wing. These
dark markings may give
the false impression of
retained juvenile greater
coverts, with dark
markings on the outer
webs.

Supportive
characters
Blackish remiges 
When fresh, adult flight
feathers show rather
narrow white tips, and
broader white edges to
the outer webs of the
secondaries than other
races (broader basally,
at least under  – and
thus concealed by – the
greater coverts). The
inner webs of the sec-
ondaries and inner pri-
maries show broader
whitish edges than
other races – widening
basally, although not
reaching the shaft, but
sometimes narrowly
reaching the tip. 

Primary coverts and
alula jet-black with
white tips and edges 

Longest tertial often
has an all-white
outer web 

Outermost tail
feather (T6) is usually
entirely white 

Age-related criteria
Adult male summer 
Adult males are readily recognised by the
solidly black mantle, scapulars, rump and
uppertail-coverts, and black breast patch,
which contrast with the white underparts,
forehead and face. The median and greater
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majority of first-winters show a combination
of  adult-type inner greater coverts and
(retained) juvenile outer greater coverts.
Some adults show concealed dark bases
and/or a short basal shaft streak on the
median coverts; and diffuse greyish bands on
the greater coverts (formed by concealed
blackish patterns on the inner webs or dark

135. Adult ‘Amur Wagtail’ Motacilla alba leucopsis, Hong Kong, 25th
September 2004. Readily identified as leucopsis by the head pattern, clearly
restricted dark breast patch (not visible from this angle), white flanks and
extensive white in the median and greater coverts. The black rump and
lower back is also a valuable feature in greyer-backed birds, although the
extensive black mottling in the upperparts on this individual reduces the
need to determine the rump colour to confirm the identification. 
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136. Adult male ‘Amur Wagtail’ Motacilla alba leucopsis, Hong Kong, 
25th October 2009. Adult males remain stunning even in non-breeding
plumage and are unlikely to be overlooked in a vagrant context. 
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coverts form a large
and conspicuous white
patch in the closed
wing, although some
greater coverts usually
show faint greyish
centres (as the Seaham
bird did). 

Adult female
summer 
Adult females in
breeding plumage
closely resemble males
and may be difficult to
separate with confi-
dence. However, the
upperparts are often
slightly duller black or
very dark grey with
blackish feathering
admixed. 

First-summer 
These resemble adults
of the respective sex,
with males usually, 
but not exclusively,
appearing solidly black
above. They differ
mainly by their
browner (more worn)
remiges and primary
coverts that, compared
with an adult, show
greater contrast with
the blackish upper-
parts. It is, however,
generally difficult to
judge the extent of
wear in the field unless
viewing conditions are
ideal. First-summers
usually retain some
juvenile outer greater
coverts, which show dark centres, that con-
trast with the largely white adult-type inner
greater coverts. A minority of females are
uniformly grey on the mantle and scapulars,
and these are easily confused with baicalensis.
With care, and ideally supported by a good
set of photographs, these difficult birds can
be separated from baicalensis by having a
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137. ‘Amur Wagtail’ Motacilla alba leucopsis, Hong Kong, 19th October
2003. This individual is rather difficult to age with confidence. It could be
an adult female, but is possibly a first-winter that has undergone a
complete post-juvenile greater-covert and tertial moult. The apparent
yellowish tones in the ear-coverts are more typically associated with 
first-winter birds. The contrasting black lesser coverts are an additional
useful feature for separation from other eastern forms of White Wagtail,
particularly M. a. baicalensis. 
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138. Adult ‘Amur Wagtail’ Motacilla alba leucopsis, Hong Kong, 11th
October 2005. An autumn adult that shows a slightly more extensive
breast patch than the first-winter in plate 139. Note that the outermost
tail feather appears to be entirely white, a supporting feature for leucopsis. 
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smaller black breast patch that does not
extend to the lower throat or lower breast; a
blackish rump and proximal uppertail-
coverts; and white flanks (although a few
first-summer females have greyish-tinged
flanks). The extent of white in the median
and greater coverts tends to match that of
adults. 



indicate that males will
retain solid black
upperparts, the speci -
men collection at
NHM, Tring, has
several examples of
apparent adult males
collected in autumn
that have grey feath-
ering amongst the
black upperparts. So
the presence of  grey
may not be female-spe-
cific at this season and
sexing may be more
difficult than has been
implied. 

First-winter 
First-winters look less
striking than adults,
but they still retain a
characteristic white-
faced appearance and
have an isolated dark
spot in the centre of
the breast (albeit
smaller than that of
adults). This breast
patch is often smaller
and narrower in first-
winter females than
males; some females
show a faint greyish or
brownish breast patch
and, very occasionally,
none at all. 
Following the post-

juvenile moult in late
summer, the upper-
parts of first-winters,
including the mantle,
scapulars, and lesser
coverts, vary between
pale and mid grey.

Some show black feathering among these
tracts, which can be quite extensive. Unlike
adults, some show greyish flanks and, more
especially, grey feathering at the sides of the
breast. If grey feathering is present, however,
the shade of grey is always very pale and it is
usually hidden under the closed wing at rest.
Consequently, birds still appear to show very
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139. First-winter ‘Amur Wagtail’ Motacilla alba leucopsis, Hong Kong, 
10th January 2010. Note the completely white breast-sides and flanks. 
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140. First-winter ‘Amur Wagtail’ Motacilla alba leucopsis, South Korea, 
1st October 2007. Note the reduced extent of the black breast patch,
extensive white in the wing-coverts (especially the second-generation
median coverts) and blackish rump contrasting with grey upperparts. 
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Adult winter 
Following the post-breeding moult, males
remain largely unchanged in their appear-
ance, although the breast patch is reduced in
size. The upperparts of adult females are
slightly paler, varying between blackish-grey
to dark grey, and can show diffuse blackish
blotches. Although Alström & Mild (2003)



pale or even white flanks in the
field. A majority will also show a
moult contrast in the greater
coverts: the darker juvenile greater
coverts contrast with the largely
white adult-type innermost greater
coverts. They may also retain one
or more juvenile tertials. All the
median coverts are usually
moulted to adult-type (all-white). 
The crown pattern resembles

that of adults but the colour varies
between black and mid grey. Young
males are more likely to have a
darker or black crown, but those
with a paler, greyer crown,
matching the mantle, probably
cannot be sexed reliably. A
minority of young birds will show
grey feathering extending onto the
forehead, but most share the exten-
sive white forehead of  adults,
sharply defined from the grey or
black crown. Some birds of this age
also show a hint of yellow or cream
to the face and throat, while others
show slightly greyer ear-coverts.
Pure leucopsis will always lack any
dark stripe through the eye, an
important distinction from other
eastern races. 

The problem of baicalensis
First-winter birds of  the race
baicalensis could potentially be
passed off as leucopsis. Moreover,
some first-winter leucopsis or leu-
copsis x baicalensis intergrades can
closely resemble baicalensis .
Although these races are superfi-
cially similar, the black breast patch
of baicalensis is typically more
extensive than that of leucopsis; as
well as extending slightly farther down the
breast, it covers much of the upper breast and
extends as a narrow line below the cheeks but
does not join with the nape. In addition,
baicalensis typically shows dark centres to the
greater and median coverts and, conse-
quently, the white patch in the closed wing is
not as extensive or as striking as that of leu-
copsis. Another useful feature for separating
difficult individuals is the contrasting
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141. Possible Motacilla alba leucopsis x M. a. baicalensis
intergrade, Hong Kong, 30th October 2009. This individual
closely resembles baicalensis, but other photographs reveal 
a darker rump and uppertail-coverts contrasting with the
paler mantle, and scattered darker blotching on the
upperparts, both characters associated 
with leucopsis. 
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142. Possible Motacilla alba leucopsis x M. a. alboides
intergrade, Sichuan, China, 14th May 2005. Following the pre-
breeding moult into breeding plumage, alboides would not be
expected to show such an extensive area of white feathering
on the face, suggesting it may be an intergrade with leucopsis. 
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blackish rump and uppertail-coverts in leu-
copsis, compared with the uniform grey of
the rump, mantle and scapulars in
baicalensis. 
Alström & Mild (2003) commented that

no intergrades between leucopsis and
baicalensis or alboides have been recorded. A
mixed pair of leucopsis and baicalensis appar-
ently bred at Po Toi, Hong Kong, in 2006, and
an apparent intergrade was photographed at



Mai Po in October 2009 (plate 141). A poten-
tial leucopsis x alboides intergrade is illus-
trated in plate 142, and similar examples are
represented in the skin collection at NHM,
Tring. In Japan, where the race M. a. lugens is
the widespread form, colonising leucopsis has
been reported forming mixed pairings in the
south. Although intergrades are undoubtedly
much rarer than pure birds, and an unlikely
source population for vagrants to Britain,
descriptions of any potential leucopsis should
establish clearly that there is no evidence of
intergradation. A further possibility to con-
sider, if a bird’s appearance is unusual, is that
it may be affected by a simple genetic muta-
tion. This has been suggested by Ödeen &
Björklund (2003) as a possible explanation
for variation within the Yellow Wagtail M.
flava complex, and a similar mechanism may
affect White Wagtails. This should be consid-
ered if any of the plumage features differ
from those outlined above.

Variation and aberrant yarrellii
Closer to home, juvenile yarrellii may occa-
sionally lack dark markings on the breast in
autumn. It is not yet certain how these birds
moult and whether they could show a
reduced breast spot. This could explain the
appearance of an unusual individual present
on Scilly in October 1981, which has been
documented in an informal submission to
BBRC. In addition, some adult yarrellii may
display more extensive white in the wing-
coverts than typical birds. Such variations
emphasise the importance of establishing a
full suite of salient features when confronted
with a potential vagrant leucopsis. 

Voice 
Alström & Mild (2003) considered that the
main call of leucopsis, alboides and personata
has a character which is slightly sharper and
higher-pitched than that of other White
Wagtail taxa, including alba and yarrellii, and
more reminiscent of the call of Grey Wagtail
M. cinerea. The higher-pitched call of leu-
copsis, compared with yarrellii, is supported
by personal experience and sound recordings
supplied by Magnus Robb/The Sound
Approach and Geoff Carey. Alström & Mild
(2003) also indicated that the advertisement
call of leucopsis, alboides and personata often

consists of two more or less identical syllables
separated by a clearly audible gap, compared
with the typical single, short note of other
taxa. This call may be given on migration and
the wintering grounds. There is limited evi-
dence to suggest that yarrellii and alba some-
times give a similar double- (or triple-) note
advertising call (Magnus Robb/The Sound
Approach pers. comm.), so caution should be
exercised when applying this distinction with
vagrants. Given these perceived differences, a
transcription of  any vocalisations, and
preferably sound recordings, should be
obtained if at all possible. This information is
not essential to support the identification,
particularly given that vocal differences
between races are not fully understood and
require verification. But recordings could
prove valuable in establishing distinctions
between taxa as our understanding of calls
continues to develop.

Habitat
Alström & Mild (2003) noted that leucopsis,
alboides and personata are often found near
waterbodies on the breeding grounds (partic-
ularly at higher altitudes), but also share the
wide variety of habitat choice with other
races in lowland situations. 

Summary
Adult and first-winter leucopsis can be sepa-
rated from all other forms of White Wagtail
by the isolated black breast patch, which is
smaller than that of other races, and by the
extensive white sides to the head and neck. 
Adults of both sexes show entirely black

upperparts, although females, particularly in
winter, may be slightly paler, with the mantle
varying from blackish-grey to dark grey, and
some of these show diffuse blackish blotches
on the mantle and scapulars. 
First-winter leucopsis are more likely to be

mistaken for other races but can be safely
separated from all other forms of White
Wagtail by the following features:
• The black breast patch is isolated and
clearly smaller (both laterally and verti-
cally) than that of other races, and is occa-
sionally absent. 

• The median and greater coverts are more
extensively white, particularly on replaced
second-generation feathers.
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• The sides of the head and neck are typi-
cally cleaner white or show a pale yel-
lowish suffusion, with (at most) pale grey
ear-coverts.

• The rump and uppertail-coverts are black
or greyish-black, darker than and con-
trasting with the upperparts in grey-
backed individuals.

• Birds often show a mottled appearance,
with greyish-black patches on the mantle
and lesser coverts that contrast with the
generally paler grey upperparts – although
many lack this blotching.
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Appendix 1.  Summary of key features for the identification of ‘Amur Wagtail’ Motacilla alba
leucopsis.

Upperparts Breast patch Head Flanks Wing-coverts

Adult male, Intense black Isolated, Sides and Always white Form conspicuous   
breeding black throat white white patch in wing

Adult male, As adult male,    Slightly smaller As adult male, As adult male, As adult male, 
non-breeding breeding than that of breeding breeding breeding

although some adult male
may appear breeding
blotchy

Adult female, Often slightly   As adult male As adult male As adult male As adult male
breeding duller than

adult male

Adult female, Blackish-grey    As adult male As adult male As adult male As adult male
non-breeding to dark grey,

slightly paler
than adult female
breeding, 
often blotchy

First-summer As adult,   As adult male As adult male As adult male May retain juvenile 
male but closed wing outer greater

worn and browner coverts

First-summer Usually as adult, As adult male As adult male As adult male May retain juvenile 
female but a minority outer greater

are uniformly grey coverts

First-winter Pale to mid grey, Slightly smaller Crown varies Some show   Majority retain
some appearing than on adults, from black greyish flanks juvenile outer
mottled as black and narrower to grey, matching and sides to greater coverts
feathering appears on females, mantle, males breast and one or

occasionally showing darker more tertials
absent crown. Some with

hint of cream on
face or greyer
ear-coverts

Adam Rowlands, East Walks Bungalow, Minsmere, Westleton, Suffolk IP17 3BY
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A
s part of  its ongoing work on the
British List, BOURC aims to deter-
mine the first acceptable record of

each taxon. In the case of the Hawk Owl
Surnia ulula this required a review of all the
previously accepted records. Following two
circulations, many of these records were

found unacceptable, for reasons which are
explained here. There are now just four
accepted British records, one of the North
American race S. u. caparoch (hereafter
caparoch) and three probably or certainly of
the Eurasian breeding form S. u. ulula (here-
after ulula). 
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Records of Hawk Owls
in Britain
Andrew H. J. Harrop

Abstract As a consequence of a recent review by BOURC, there are now just
four accepted British records of the Hawk Owl Surnia ulula. A bird of the North
American race S. u. caparoch, found in an exhausted state on board a ship off the
coast of Cornwall in March 1830, remains the first acceptable British record. The
other three records, two of which date from the late nineteenth century, involve
the nominate race, which breeds in Scandinavia. The only recent record refers to a
bird in Shetland in September 1983, and this Hawk Owl remains on Category A of
the British List. A summary of racial identification and ageing is presented, and
taxonomy, distribution and irruptions are discussed briefly.

A paper from the British Ornithologists’ Union Records Committee



Historical status in Britain
The Hawk Owl has been judged a rare
vagrant by all authors who have discussed its
status in Britain. Some (e.g. Saunders &
Clarke 1927) have considered records of
caparoch likely to involve ship-assisted birds,
but until now there has not been a full sys-
tematic review of all records. Several older
records of this species have been associated
with fraud. Wood (2007) listed three
allegedly taken in Essex in February 1913,
which found their way into Sir Vauncey
Harpur Crewe’s collection. Harpur Crewe
was a notoriously uncritical, and perhaps
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fraudulent, collector of rare and unusual
birds and, unsurprisingly, they were not
recorded at the time, so subsequent authors
suspected fraud. One of these Hawk Owls 
is now at the Booth Museum, Brighton
(accession number BC207259), and is 
identifiable as ulula on the basis of  the
pattern of  the underparts (see below)
(www.virtualmuseum.info/collections/object.
asp?searchText=hawk+owl&ckid=377867&
row=5&view=1). Another caparoch, said to
have been obtained on the north coast of
Ireland in 1910, found its way into Harpur
Crewe’s collection in 1914 and has never

been formally accepted.
There are also references to
very small numbers of this
species in captivity (e.g.
Alexander & Fitter 1955,
Cage & Aviary Birds 12th
June 2008), but birds of
captive origin were not
considered likely to be
involved in any of  the
records reviewed here. 
Despite this species’ dis-

tinctive appearance, the
identification of two sight
records formerly accepted
by BBRC is no longer con-
sidered acceptable: on the
Bleasdale Fells above Chip-
ping, Lancashire, on 13th
September 1959 (Brit.
Birds 92: 585), and at
Gurnard’s Head, Cornwall,
on 14th August 1966 (Brit.
Birds 101: 551).

Taxonomy and
distribution
The Hawk Owl is conven-
tionally placed in a mono-
typic genus, with three
subspecies recognised by
Cramp (1985). Siberian
populations, formerly sep-
arated as a fourth taxon,
pallasi, are now included
within nominate ulula by
this treatment. The nomi-
nate form is found from
northern Europe east

144. Underside of five specimens of Hawk Owl Surnia ulula. From
left to right: S. u. caparoch from Canada; dark immature S. u. ulula from
Sweden; typical S. u. ulula from Sweden; S. u. ‘pallasi’ from Kultuk,
Russia; and S. u. tianschanica from Aksu, Turkestan. 
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143. Upperside of five specimens of Hawk Owl Surnia ulula. From
left to right: S. u. caparoch from Canada; dark immature S. u. ulula from
Sweden; typical S. u. ulula from Sweden; S. u. ‘pallasi’ from Kultuk,
Russia; and S. u. tianschanica from Aksu, Turkestan. 
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